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MATHEMATICS
Paper 1

READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS FIRST

Write your name, class and index number on all the work you hand in.

Write in dark blue or black pen.
You may use an HB pencil for any diagrams or graphs.
Do not use staples, paper clips, glue or correction fluid'

Answer all questions.
lf working is needed for any question it must be shown with the answer-
Omission of essential working will result in loss of marks.
The use of an approved scientific calculator is expected, where appropriate'
lf the degree of accuracy is not specified in the question, and if the answer is not exact,
give the answer to three significant figures. Give answers in degrees to one decimal
place.
For r , use either your calculator value or 3.142, unless the question requires the answer
in terms of n.

At the end of the examination, fasten all your work securely together.
The number of marks is given in brackets [ ] at the end of each question or part
question.

The total number of marks for this paper is 80.
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Mathematical Formulae

Compound interest

Mensuration

Trigonometry

Statistics

Total amount : P

Curved surface area of a cone : t r I

Surface area ofa spherc = 4 n r2

Volume of a con 
"= 

lo r' h
3

Volume of a sphere :

l+ r
100

4.
-fir'
3

Area of triangle l,B C - ! ab sinC

Arc length: r0 ,wherc d is in radians

Sector area = |r'e , *to" d is in radians

a b c

sinl sinB sinC

a2 = b2 +c2 -2bccosA

M"-: I /'Zf

Standard deviation : z.f *2 (2.t,\'
Lr - tr/l

2021 keli,inary Exao/CCHMS/Secondary 4M"**0".rfl1%Orl"l 
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3
Answer all the questions.

I State which of the following number(s) iVare irational.

,t,;, zJl , zJi"Ji

Answer t1l

2 x is an integer greater than l.
Write the following in order of size, starting with the lalgest.

333
xo ' x-'' 7i ' 7'

Answer

3 The graph shows the number of cyclists in an annual cycling marathon for the years 2017

to 2019.

Number of cyclists

6000

2017 2018 2019 Year

(a) State one aspect ofthe graph that may be misleading.

tll

tll

O) Explain how this may lead to a misinterpretation of the graph.

......tu

202 I Preliminary Exam,/CCHMS/Secondary 4Mathematjcs/,{N8/0 I
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4 (a) simprin (r*)'

O) lf 27 m3' =1andm >0, fr:rrdm2'+m'.

Arurwer t2)

5 z is a positive integer.

Show that, for all n, (Sz+:)'z-(Sz-3)'isamultipleof4.

2O2l keliituary Er.d/CCHMS/Secondary 4Math*d"df1%0rled 
nLeaming

t2l
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5

Gladys wrote down four numbers.
The mean of these numbers is 13, the median is 12 and the mode is 10.

Find the four numbers.

Answer t2)

7 (a) Mrs Boey deposited $20 000 in a bank that pays 0'8% per annum compound interest

compounded half-yearly. Find the total amount ofmoney she will receive at the end

of 5 years, leaving your answer to the nearest cent.

(b)

Answer

Shane and Glen came across an article in the newspaper with the headline shown

above and made the following comments.

Shane: Oh no, the GST will increase by 2% soonl

Glen: No! I disagree. It did not increas eby 2%, in fact it is MORE than 2o/ol

Whose statement is correct? Support your answer with mathematical calculations.

tzl

tzl

Singapore Budget 2Ol8: GST to be raised From 7yo tog%
some time betwe en 2O2l and 2025

Answer

fTurn over2021 kelimin ry Exarn/CcHMs/Se.ordary 4^{athematic8/4048/01
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6

(e) Find the range ofvalues ofx which satisfy the inequalities

17-8x 2(3x -1) , .

-<-<4.

35

Answer

O) Hence, state the smallest prime number that satisfies the inequalities.

Answer

t3l

t1l

9 (a) Factorise complet ely 9b2 -6ab+a2 -xx

8

2x'-7x-4 4- x'
5

Answer

Answer

l2l

(b) SimpliS

2021 Prelimioury Eran/CCHMS/Secondary 4Mo**0"rffi%Orl"rl 
nLeaming
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10 Roy made a model of his yacht with a scale of 1 : 40.

(a) The actual length of the yacht is 12.5 m, find the length of the model in cm.

Answer ...................................cm Il]

O) Roy wants to spray paint his yacht. He can select either of the following options to

paint his yacht.

Option A: A lump sum payment of $ 1 000

Option B: Payment for cost ofpaint at $5.50 per m'z

[Cost of manpower is included in both options]

If the total surface axea ofthe model to be painted is 93'1 .5 cm2 , frod the surface area

ofhis yaoht. Which one ofthe two options should Roy select to paint his yacht?

[Show your workings olearly]

202 I Prclimioary Exanr/CCHMS/Secondary 4Mathemxics/4048/01
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11 E = lx:.x is an integer and 1 < :r S 10)

7 = {x: -r is a factor of20}
B -- lx: x is a perfect square)

Find

(a) n(B),

Answer

(b) A'nB' .

Answer

(c) on the Venn Diagram, shade the region which represents (luB)' w (AaB).

tll

ttl

tll

A B

2021 Preliminary ExaD/CCHMS/SecoEdary 4M"**O"rflrdOnLAnLeaming
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12 When writ0en as the product of their prime factors,

pis22x3x5,
q ts26 x33,

r is 22 x32 x 11.

Find

(a) the value of the cube root ofq,

Answer

(b) the LCM ofp, q and r, giving your answer as the product of its prime factors,

Answer

(c) the greatest number that will divide p, q and r exacfly .

Answer

tll

t1l

t1l

13 The diagram shows a regular pentagon and a regular ockgon. Calculate the value ofx.

Awwer x ......... I3l

202 I Prcliminary ExaE/CCHMS/Secondary 4^,Iadlematios/'1048/0 I
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14 The diagram shows a rhombus IBCD.

ABQ, PBC ail, DRp are straight lines and AQ: BP.

P

D

(a) State the triangle that is similar to tri angle BRQ.

Answer Tiangle

O) Prove that triangle DQI is congnrent to triangle lPB.

OA

tll

2021 Prelimingry Exam/CCHMS/Secoadary 4,tr4u**O"rr?18t0;"rtnLeaming
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11

D

A, B, D and E arc points on the circle such that AD : CD and angle BCD --28' -

Explain with geometrical reasons, why the length of BC eqtals to BE.

C

B

A

2021 Preliminary Exarr/CcHMs/Secordaty 4Mathernatic$4048/01
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16 The masses of20 bags, in kg, are measured.

The results are shown on the stem-and-leaf diagram.

Mass of 20 bags

S Leaf

Key: 019 means 0.9 kg

(a) Find the mean mass of the bags.

Answer

O) Find the standard deviation of the masses of the bags.

Answer

(c) It was found later that the weighing machine has an error.

Each bag was actually 0.08 kg heavier.

Explain how this will affect the mean and siandard deviation.

tem
0
1

2
3
4
5

9
2
0666
0334488
12999
01

.ke [1]

.ke [1]

lz)

2021 Prelimiuary Exam/CCHMS/Secudary 4Ar4athemurti"Vfl%$ed 
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l7 y is inversely proportional to the square of.r, x > 0.

(a) Ifx is increased by 25%, find the percentage change in y.

Answer t21

O) Given that y = 16 when x = !, find
2'

(i) the equation connecting y and.r,

Answer tzl

(ii) the value of .r when Y : 100.

Answer x =...............'............."' t2]

(c) Sketch the graph whioh represents the relation between y and -r.

v

tll

o
x

ffum over
202 I Preliminary Exarn/CcHMs/Secodary 4^,lafi enatic6/4048l01
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18 kr the following sequence,

(txz)*2=0
(2x3)-4=2
(3x4)-6=6
(4x5)-8=12

(axt2)-b=c

(axe)- f = s

(a) Find the values of a, b ard c.

14

Answer a b = ..........., c =................ 12)

O) Express g in terms of d.

Answer

(c) Explain why 279 caDnot be the result ofan equation in this sequence.

l2l

202 I Preliminary Exam/CCHMS/Secoadary 4&tathematica,/,1048/0 I
PartnerlnLeaming
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19 The diagram shows a cit.cle BDEFG, centre O and diameter BE. The line lC is a tangent

to the circle at I arld angle BOD = 30o . The ratio of angle EBF to angle FBG te efrgle GBC

is l: 1 :2.

F

C

(a) State a fact about the arcs EF and FG.

E

B

A

trl

O) Showing all reasons clearly, find
(i) angle DEB,

(ii) a Ele EFG.

Answer tll

t2lAnswer

[Turn over
2021 Preliminary Exao/CcHMs/Secordary 4[vlathernatios/4048/01
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20 (a) Express -.r' +4x+12 in the form -(x+ p)(x - q).

Answer tll

O) Sketch the graph of y =-162 l-4r*l2on the axes below.

Indicate clearly the values where tlle graph crosses both axes. t2l

(c) Find the coordinates of the tuming point.

Answer (.............., ...............) t I l

(d) Without solving the equation algebraically, explain why -x2 +4x+12=18 has no

solution.

trl

v

x
o

202 1 Preliminary Exarn/CcHMs/Secondary 4flvIarhematicV4048/0 I
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2l The diagram shows two geometrically similar containers. The cost ofpainting the base area

ofthe smaller container is 4 of the cost of painting the base ofthe larger container.
64

(a) The top ofthe larger container has a circumference of24 cm-

Find the circumference ofthe top ofthe smaller container.

Answer litres [ 1]

202 I Preliminary Exam/CCEMS/Secondary 4[vlathematios/4048/01

PartnerlnLeaming

ffum over

Answer ...........,.................'..... cm [2]

(b) The capacity ofthe smaller container is 0.45 lires.

Find the capacity ofthe larger container, giving your answer to 2 decimal places.
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Q(6,1)

o

P(9,-3) R(l&-3)

In the diagrarr, the points P, Q and R have coordinates (9,-3), (6,1) and (18,-3)

respectively.

(a) Find the length of PQ.

Answer ...................................units [1 ]

(b) Find the value of cos ZQPR, gving your answer as a fraction in its simplest form.

Answer tll
(c) Find the area of triatgle PQR.

v

x

2021 Prelimiagry ExaTdCCEMS/Secondary 4&latbedaric1404 8/0 I
PartnerlnLeaming
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(d) Find the equation of the line PQ.

Answer

(e) The equation ofa line passing through the point R is 4x+21y=9-

Find the coordinates ofthe point of intersection of this line and the line PQ.

Answer

t2l

t3l

- End of Paper -

202 I Preliminary Exam/CCHMs/Secondary 4/N[atheeatics/4048/01
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READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS FIRST

Write your name, class and index number in the
spaces at the top of this page.
Write in dark blue or black pen.
You may use an HB pencil for any diagrams or
graphs.
Do not use paper clips, glue or conection fluid.

Answer all questions.
lf working is needed for any question it must be shown
with the answer. Omission of essential working will
result in loss of marks.
The use of an approved scientific calculator is
expected, where appropriate. lf the degree of
accuracy is not specified in the question, and if the
answer is not exact, give the answer to three
significant figures. Give answers in degrees to one
decimal place.
For n, use either your calculator value or 3.142,
unless the question requires the answer in terms of
IC.

At the end of the examination, fasten all your work
securely together.
The number of marks is given in brackets [ ] at the
end of each question or part question.

The total number of marks for this paper is 100.

For Examiner's Use

Ouestion
Number

Marks
Obtained

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

I
10

Total Marks
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Compound interest

Mensuration

Trigonometry

Statistics

Mathematical Formulae

abc
sinl sinB sinC

a2 = b2 +cz -2bccosA

Totalamount: 
"(r.*_1)'

Curved surface area of a cone: tt r I

Surface area ofa sphere = 4n rz

Volumeofacon":lo,'h
3

1or,Volume of a sphere : -

Area oftriansle I BC: labsidC"2

Arc length = rd,where d is inradians

I
Sector area: I r'A . where d is in radians

2

Efx
Mean: fi:

Standard deviation :
2,f

202 I Prelimhary EraD/CCHMS/Secondary 4Mathcrnatics/4048/02
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1 (a) simprift (+)'*'#

sotre 2 + 3 
=0.x-2 x+2

Answer

(b)

t3l

Answer x: tZ)

(c) Make q the subject in the equation pq +9 = pz +3q and simplifu your arswer.

2021 Pr€liminary Exam/CCHMS/Secondary 4MathematicV4048/02

PartnerlnLeaming
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(d) (i) Simplify (+x + ty)' + (tx - +y)' .

Answer

(ii) It is given that x' + y' =1. Using your answer in part (i), explain why the

maximum value ot (+x+ly)'z iszS.

tzl

t3l

202 I Prelimiaary ExadCcHMs/Secoodary 4Matheoatics/4048/02
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2 During nuciear fusioo, it is observed that when fwo hydrogen atoms are fused

together to form one helium atom, there is a loss in mass, M.

The atomic masses ofone hydrogen atom and one helium atom are given in the table

below. The masses are given in atomic mass unit (u).

Atom I Hydrogen Helium
Atomic Mass (u) | 2.0L41 4.0026

(a) Find M (in u), leaving your answer il standard form.

Answer

(b) Express M as a percentage of the atomic mass of one helium atom.

u t21

% l2lAnswer

(c) Given that 1u=1.66x10-27 kg, find M in kilograms.

Answer

202 1 Preliminary Exarn/CCHMS/Secoodary 4,4r4athernatics/4048/02

PartnerlnLeaming
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3 Town P and Town Q are 40 km apart. A car is travelling from Town P to Town p at

an average speed of x km/t. During its retum joumey, the car later travelled back to

Town P from Town 0 at an average speed of (x+8) tmltr and tte time taken for the

retum joumey was 12 minutes less.

(i) Write down an equation to represent this information and show that it simplifes

to .rz + 8x - 1600 = 0.

Answer

(ii) Solve the equation r'z + 8.r - 1600 = 0, giving yoru solutions correct to two

decioal places.

Answer x

202 I Prliminary Exam,/CcHMs/Secondary 4,4v1atherDatics/4048/02

PartnerlnLeaming
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(iii) Given that the car left Town P at 0900, find the time when the car reached Town

p. Give your answer correct to the nearost minute.

Answer

2021 PrEtirdnary ExsdccHfvfs/Secondary 4^laltematics/4048/02

PartnerlnLeaming
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4
?5

The variables x aad y are connected bythe equation y=aval-7.'2x
Some corresponding values of .r and y are given in the table below.

(b) On the gnd opposite, draw the graph o f y =!, *1-l for 0.5 ( x S 7.
lx

Use the scale of2 cm to rcpresent I unit on both axes,

x 0.5 1 1.5 2 3 4 5 6 7

v 1.75 -0.5 -1.42 p -{.83 0.25 1.5 2.83 4.21

(a) Find the value ofp.

Answer p

(c) By drawing a tangent, find the gradient ofthe curve at r = 2.5.

Answer

(d) (r) On the grid in part (b), draw the line 2y+x=2 for 0<.r<7

(ii) Write down the x-coordinates of the points where the line intersects the

curve.

Answer x: or

(iii) Show that the points of intersection of the line and the curve give the

solutions to the equation 2x2 - 8.r + 5 = 0 .

Answer

t1l

t3l

l)1

tzl

t2)

2021 Prcliminary Exao/CCHMS/Seco ary4Matheoatics/4048/02
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t0

The diagram below shows three points, A, B and C on flat ground.

AB :80 m, AC : 100 m and -BC = 90 m. C is due east of ,{
NB

80m 90m

100 m

(a) (i) Show that angle I CB - 49.5", correct to one decimal place.

(ii) Hence, calculate the bearing of C from B.

Ancwer

(iii) Point D lies along lC such that arlgle BDA: 70". Find the distance CD.

CA

t3l

t2)

Answer
2021 Prelieinary Exao,/CcHMs/Secoodrry 4^,Iathe atic,V4048/02

PartnerlnLeaming
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(iv) Find the ratio of area oftriangle ABD to area oftriangle BDC'

Give your answer correct to one decimal place.

Since they share a common height,

Answer

O) The diagram below shows a cuboid with rectangular b ase ABCD -

AB = 4 cm, BC : 3 cm xd AE - 12 cm. M is the midpoint of ,48.

Find the angle of elevation of G from M.

!2 cm

A

B

BP-313

CA

4cm

D

l2l

N

3cm

GH

E

Awwer

2021 Preliminary Erao/CCHMS/Secoodary 4/lvlarheraticJ404S/02

PartnerlnLeaming
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6 (a) The heights of400 students in School ,4 are recorded. The cumulative frequency

curve below shows the distribution of their heights.

Cumulative

frequency

il

: I

,,

l t5 I i0 l< 5 1( 0 1( 5 l ro

(i) State the median.

Answer

(ii) Find the interquartile range ofthe distribution.

Answer

(iii) In School B, the median and interquartile range of the heights of another

400 students are 165 cm and 8 cm respectively. Make two comments

s6mparing the heights of students in School I and School B.

Answer

Height (cm)

cm t1l

cm t2l

tzl

BP- 314
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(b) John flipped a coin five times and obtained frve successive heads. Is it

conclusive that the coin is biased? Explain your answer clearly.

Answer

No, given that John only flipped the coin 5 times, there is a I in 32 chance that of

obtaining 5 successive heads which is still possible. The sample size is too small for

any logical conclusion that the coin is biased.

(c) A two-digit number is formed by drawing a random card from Bag I followed

by aaother random card from Bag B. Bagl contains three cards labelled '1', '2'

and '3'. Bag B contains three cards labelled '4', '5' and '7'. For example,

drawing a ' l' and "5" from Bag ,4 and Bag I respectively will form ttre number

'15',.

(r) Complete the possibility diagram below.

BagB\BagA I 2

4 t4

5 I 25 I
"l I

Find, as a fraction in its simplest form, the probability that the two-digit number

formed is

(ii) odd,

Answer

(iii) a perfect square,

Answer

(iv) a prime number,

Answer

(v) a factor of 135.

Answer

202I PreliminaryExam/CCHMS/Secondary 4Mahematio 4048/02

PartnerlnLeaming
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tzl

ttl

t1l

tl l
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t4

7 The diagram shows a circle, certre O, radius l0 cm.,43 is a chord of length 16 cm.

B

(a) Show that angle IOB : 1.855 radians, correct to four significant figures.

Answer

Hence, find the

(b) perimeter of the shaded segment,

Answer
202 i Prelimina'y Exao/CcHMs/Secoodsry 4^{atherBatics/1048/02

PartnerlnLeaming
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(c) area of the shaded segment.

Answer

2021 Prelioioary Exarn/CCHMS/Secondary 4MalhcoaticJ4048/02
PartnerlnLeaming
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A piece of A0-sized paper has a total surface area of 1 m2. The length and breadth of

the AO-sized paper are x m and y m respectively.

An A1 paper is an A0 paper folded in half, length-wise. An A2 paper is an A1 paper

folded in half, so on and so forth.

v A0 (lm'?) A1 A1
A2

AI
AJ

)y
-

x
2 2

(i) Write down the relationship between .x and 7

Answer

(ii) Given that all A-sized papers are geometrically similar, show that I=O.
v

12)

(iii) Hence, using parts (i) and (ii), find the values ofx and y.

Answer r = t4l
2021 PreliBildy Exam/CCHMS/Secoadary 4Iuatheoatics/4048/02
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(iv) Write down the dimensions of an A4-sized paper in millimetres.

202 I PrelimrDary Exam/CcHlvIs/Sccoodsry 4Mathemalicsl 4048102

PartnerlnLeaming

Answer mmx

(v) Given that N is an integer, express the number ofpieces ofAN-sized paper that

can be cut out from an A0-sized paper in terrns of N.

Answer

run l2l

tlI

[Turtr Over
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l8

Robert has 3 options to get to school every weekday moming.

Option A: He takes the bus.

Option B: He takes the MRT.

Option C: He takes a taxi.

The matrices A, B and C represent his joumey to school if he were to choose option

A,B orC respectively.

Bus MRT Taxi

A=

Bus

0

0

0

MRT

0

1

0

Bus

0

0

0

MRT

0

0

0

Taxi

o)
ol
1)

I

0

0

0

0

0 ],I
0

0

0

Taxi

J"[
0

0

0

(a) In a particular week, Robert took the bus 3 times. He took the MRT and taxi in

each ofthe other two days. The above information can be represented by a

matrix S where S = 3A+B+C. Find S.

Answer

(b) The table below shows the travelling time taken, in minutes, for each of the 3

options that Robert can take to get to school.

Option Bus MRT Taxi
Time taken (in minutes) 30 20 15

(i) Write down a column matrix N to represent the infonnation in the table.

Answer N:

tzl

202 I Preliminary ExaD,/CCHMS/S€coidary 4Mathematics/4048/02
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(ii) Evaluate the matrix SN.

lnswer SN:

(iii) State what the elements in matrix SN represent.

Answer

The elements represent the total time taken in minutes, in that Panicular

week by Robert to go to school by via option l, B and C respectively.

(c) Write down a matix J such that product of J and the answer in part (b)(ii) will

give the average travelling time taken by Robert in a particular week.

Answer

(d) Hence, find the average travelling time taken by Robert per day in a particular

week.

Answer minutes l2l

l2l

tll

t1l

202 I Prctiminary Exao,/CcHMs/Secondary 4[v{athernstics/i1048/02
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20

10 The diagram below shows the menu &om a fast food restaurant.

Conbo A

- Burger

- Medium Fries
- A4edium Drink

$5.90 ontvt

2021 Prclimioary Exae/CcHMs/Secordary 4A,Irthematics/4048/02

PartnerlnLeaming

Upsize your

drink and fries
to Large-size

for onty $1.t0

Medium ($) Large ($)

Burger (1 size) 3.20

Fries 2.20 2.90

Drink 2.80 3.60

(a) Albert wants to buy a burger for both himself and his brother Bart. His brother

v/ants at least a medium-sized fries. Albert wants a large drink while Bart wants

a medium drink.

By considering three options, suggest how Albert should place his order.

Justifu any decisions that you make and show your calculations clear1y.

Answer

Choose 3 out of the 4 possible options

ORHe should choose Option C as for $0.20 more, he can get an extra packet of
medium fries so it is &e most value - for - money option.

Ala c.rte

I

t4l
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2l

(b) The diagram below shows the cross-sectional area of the large (L) and medium

(M) drink cups sold by the fast food restaurant in part (a). The Large and

Medium cups have a height of 17 cm and 13 cm respectively. The top and

bottom diameters of both cups are 9 cm and 6 cm respectively

9cm

9cm

l7 cm

13 cm

<->
6cm

{-----}
6cm

The volume ofa cup is given by v =lnn(n'+n + r'z) where ft is the height,'3\./
.l? and r are the radii ofthe top and bottom of the cup respectively. Using the

information from part (a), determine whether the medium cup or large cup

gives better value for money.

Answer

<--- .'---.-

2021 Preliminary ExarE/CCHMS/Secoodary 4/Matb€@alicsl 4448/02
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2 hours
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READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS FIRST

Write your name, class and index number on all the work you hand in.
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You may use an HB pencil for any diagrams or graphs.
Do not use staples, paper clips, glue or correc{ion fluid.

Answer all questions.
lf working is needed for any question it must be shown with the answer.
Omission of essential working will result in loss of marks.
The use of an approved scientific calculator is expected, where appropriate.
lf the degree of accuracy is not specified in the question, and if the answer is not exact,
give the answer to three significant figures. Give answers in degrees to one decimal
place.
For n , use either your calculator value or 3-142, unless the question requires the answer
in terms of zr .
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The number of marks is given in brackets [ ] at the end of each question or part
question.
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7

Mathematical Formulae

Compound interest

Mensuration

Tigonometry

Statistics

Curved surface area of a cone: rrl

Surface area ofa sphere - 4 z r'

Volume of a con.e = -ft r
I 2,n
3

Volume of a sphere =

a b c

sin I sinB sinC

o2 -- b2 +"2 -2bcqsA

rotal amount= "(t.#)'

l,/raarr: Z f 'Lf

4,
-rr'
3

Area of trianele,{ BC: ! a b sin C-2

Aro length : r 0 , wherc d is in radians

Sector area : ! ,'0 . *ho" d is in radians
2

2f,' (Lf*
l. r/

2

Standard deviation = Zf

2021 Preliminary Exam/CCHMS/Secoudary iVM"**"US1t{orlU 
nleamin g
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1

3
Answer all the questions.

State which of the following number(s) is/are irrational

oi, ,, zJi , t.l1"Jl

2J'

^: 5
0.5 can be expressed as ;, so 0.5 is a

9
rational number

,

Answer t1l

., x is an integer greater than 1.

Write the following in order of size, starting with the largest.
313

xo, x-l, x7, al

3

--z,.,
3

;x" 0
3

2x ,x
Answer t1l

J The graph shows the number of cyclists in an annual cycling marathon for the years 2017

to 2019.

Number of cyclists

6000

201'7 2018 2019 Year

(a) State one aspect ofthe graph that may be misleading.

The vertical axis is not labelled at the start / No "0" on the 7-axis . OR

The size ofthe picture not only increases with height, but also in the width.

O) Explain how this may lead to a misinterpretation of the graph.

It is difficult to estimate the number of cyclists for 2017 and 2018. OR

Unclear as to whether the height or the area is used to determine the number of
cyclists

202 I Preliminary Exan/CCHMS/Seconday 4^{athematicv,l048/0 I

PartnerlnLeaming
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4

4 (a)
,r"-t Ii

2"
Simplifu I

i2*'J' _(z'.2-' .Ji\-1 " )
( J2\'

[2.,1

=?
4

I
2

2"

(b) rf 27m3' =l andz>0, fr m2'+m-'.

27 m3' =l
,r= 1

)1

2 I is considered as not simplified, need to

simolifv to !
2

m

I

Answer

Some obtained .3' =31 and from

this step, some went to equate m = 3

and x = - I which is not always true
ll

as m=--x=l or m=9.x=-32
As there are 2 unknown variables in
tlis equation so we need two
equations to be solved simultaneously
in order to solve for the value ofzr
and r.

Answer

tzl

t21

m
3

*,'+*-'=(*'
/r\

-l _ I- 
[s.,/

-r 1

9

,2

) *(^')-'

.(i -l

5 n is a positive integer.

Show that, for all n, (Sn+l)' -(sn-l)'z is a multiple of4.

Answer

t21

(sn +z)' - (sn - z)2 = (sn + 3 + 5n -3)(sn + 3 - (sn -:))
= (102)(6)

= 60n

= 4(1sn)

Since n is a positive integer and 60n : 4(15n), (Sn +l)' -(Sn -3)'? is a multiple of 4.

2021 PrelirEinary Exam/CCHMS/Secondary 4At{"**O".rf1%Orl"l 
nLeaming
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5

Gladys wrote down four numbers.
The mean of these numbers is 13, the median is 12 and the mode is 10.

Find the four numbers.

Let the four numbers be a, 6, c and d in ascending order.
Since the mode is smaller than the median, a and b will be 10.

Since median is 12,

10+c_,,.,
2

c =24-10
=14

Since mean is 13,

10+10+14+d = 13 x4

d =rB
The four numbers are 10, 10, 14 and 18.

Answer 12)

7 (a) Mrs Boey deposited $20 000 in a bank that pays 0.8% per armum compound interest
compounded half-yearly. Find the total amount of money she will receive at the end

of 5 years, leaving your answer to the nearest cent.

Total amount - $ 20 000

= $20814.s5468

= $ 20 8 14.55 (nearest cent)

Awwer t2)

(b)

Shane and Glen came across an article in the newspaper with the headline shown
above and made the following comments.
Shane: Oh no, the GST will increase by 202 soon!

Glen: No! I disagree. It did not increas e by 2%o, in fact it is MORE than 2%!

Whose statement is correct? Support your answer with mathematical calculations

9-7
l00o/,= 2S.6%(3sf)

Percentage point is defined as the difference
between two percenrages. So the increase from

7o/o to 9%o is two percantage points, and not two
percent.

-x

Glen's statement is correct as tle GST will increase by 28.6%, which is more rhan

2%.

Answer ................................... I2l

2fr21 Preliminary Exarn/CCHMs/Secodary 4^,Iathernatiqv,l048/01 ffUm OVef

Partn€rlnLeaming
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7

Sjr4apore Budget 2OlS: CST to be raised from 7oAto9%
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8

6

(a) Find the range ofvalues ofx which satisff the inequalities

17-8.x 2(3x-l) ,.

-<-<\+.

35

2(3x -t) z. I

5

3x-1 < 10

3x <ll

17 -8x 2(3x-l\
35

s(l7-8.r)<6(3.r-l)
85 - 40r < l8.r - 6

-58x < -91
9l
58
??

: >1r:
58

and

.'.'t! <r<l?s83
Answer

(b) Hence, state the smallest prime number that satisfies the inequalities.

Smallest prime number is 2.

Answer

,
x 134

J

t3l

t1l

9 (a) Factorise completely 9b2 -6ab+a2 -xz

9b2 -6ab+a2 _x, =13b_a1, _x,

=Qb-a+x)(3b-a-x)

-6ab + a2 - x' = (a -3b)z - x2

=(a-3b+ x)(a-3b-x)

O) Simpliff
58.....--_-.

2x'-7x-4 4-x

Or

9b'

5858
,7 J x 4 - -a - v= 12a a 111, - +1 

-, 
- t

_ s+8(2.r+l)
(2x+t)(x-+)

5+16.r+8=o;n':4
16x + l3

=.:.......--.........
(2x+r)@-a)

Answer

Answer

t2)

2021 Preliminary Exam/CCHMS/Secoadary 4^,talheEaticdfl%%dnLeaming
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1
l0 Roy made a model of his yacht with a scale of 1: 40.

(a) The actual length of the yacht is 12.5 m, find the length of the model in cm.

1:40
1 cm: 0.4 m

L*sth of -odel : 
l2'5

- 0.4

= 31.25 cm

The value 31.25 is exact, so it should not
be expressed as 3 1.3 (conect to 3 s.f.)

Answer ...................................cm Il]
O) Roy lvants to spray paint his yacht. He can select either of the following options to

paint his yacht.

Option A: A lump sum payment of $ 1 000
Option B: Payment for cost of paint at $5.50 per m'z

[Cost ofmanpower is included in both options]

lf the total surface area of the model to be painted is 937.5 cm2, find t}te surface area

ofhis yacht. Which one ofthe two optiom should Roy select to paint his yacht?

[Show your workings clearly]

I cm: 0.4 m
I cm'z : (0.4)'? m 'z

I cm2: 0,16 m2

Cost ofpaint = 937.5 x 0.16 x $5.50

= $82s

Roy should select Option B as it is cheaper.

Answer

t3l

202 I Preliminary Exam/CCHMS/Secodary 4/Ivlathernatics/4&18/01
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E

11 6 = {x:x is an integer and I < x < 10}

tr = {x : x is a factor of 20\

! = {x : r is a perfect square}

Find

(a) n(B),

€ ={r,2,3,4,s,6,7, 8,9, 10}

A = {1, 2, 4, 5, t0\
B -* {1, 4,9} *+ 1 is a perfect square

n(B):3

Answer

O) A'aB' .

A, r\8,= { 3, 6, 7, 8} It is a set, so curly brackets must be included.

Answer

(c) On the Venn Diagram, shade the region which represents (ew n)' w (,lan) .

5

t1l

t1l

t1l

2021 Preliminary ExaE/CCIMS/Secotrd{y 4'Ia6@atics$4%01 
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9
12 When written as the product of their prime factors,

pis22x3x5,
qis26x33,

r is 22 x32 xl|.
Find
(a) the value ofthe cube root of4,

Cube root ofq=2'? x3
_14

Answer

(b) the LCM ofp, g and r, giving your answer as the product ofits prime factors,

I.C}i of p,q and r= 26x33 x5 x l1
Answer

(c) the greatest number that will dividep, q and r exaciy.

The greatest number: HCF : 22 x3 : 12

Answer

t1l

t1l

tll

13 The diagram shows a regular pentagon and a regular octagon. Calculate the value of r.

Each interior angle ofpentagon: 
(5 

-2)r,tao')
= 108'

Each interior angle of octagon : S/ ,, 1 36"

o = 
f,Geo" -zrl35") (z sum of isosceles trapezium)

= 45"

.r" = 108"-45"

= 63o

202 1 Prelimin ry EftrD/CCHMS/Secodary 4lV{athematicV4{X8/01

PartnerlnLeaming
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10

14 The diagram shows a rhombus IBCD.

ABQ, PBC and DRp are straight lines artd, AO = BP.

D

(a) State the triangle that is similar to triaagle BRQ.

Tiangle ADQ or Triangle CRD

Answer Tiangle

O) Prove that fiangl e DQA is congnrent to triangle lPB.

P

oA

AD = AB (giver A,BCD is a rhombus)

angle DAQ = angle ABP (alterln'te angles, lD parallel to BC and BP)

AQ: BP (gtven)

Therefore triangl e DQA is congru€nt to triangle ,4P8. (SAS)

trl

t2)

202 I PreLmmry Exarn/CcHMs/Secodary 4nvtethemetics/4o48i/o t
PartnerlnLeaming
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15

11

D

A;agle DAC : 28' (base angles of isosceles kian gle ACD)

Angle DEB = Angle DIC (angles in same segment)

:28"

= Angle BCD

So triangle BCE is an isosceles triangle.

Therefore the length of-BC equals to 8E.

B

A

Many students are not able to spell the

word isosceles correctly.

t3l

202 I Prelimina'y Exam,tCCHMS/Secondary 4ilv{athematicV4048/01

PartnerlnLeaming
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A, B, D and E are points on the cfucle such that lD = CD ar,d angle BCD=28".
Explain with geometrical reasons, why the length of BC equals to BE.
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t2

16 The masses of20 bags, in kg, are measured.

The results are shown on the stem-and-leaf diagram.

Mass of 20 bags

Stem l*af

Key: 019 means 0.9 kg

0
1

2
3
4
5

9
2
0666
0334488
12999
01

(a) Find the mean mass ofthe bags.

M"--"", = € kn20-
= 3.45 kC

266'8 
-3.4s'k

30

A few forgot to check the key and did not

realise the decimal point, hence giving

the answer as 34.5 kg which is incorrect.

Answer

(b) Find the standard deviation ofthe masses ofthe bags.

ke tll

Standard deviation =

=1.20 kg (3 s.f.)

Answer

(c) It was found later that the weighing machine has an eror.

Each bag was actually 0.08 kg heavier.

Explain how this will affect the mean and standard deviation.

Anrwer

The mean will increase by 0.08 kg.

The standard deviation will remain the same.

.ke tl]

tzl

17 y is inversely proportional to the square ofx, x > 0'

2021 Prelimi$ry Exarn/ccHMs/Seco ary 4^{atheDati"trfl%%Lrtnl""rning
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13
(a) If.r is increased by 25%, find the percentage change in y.

t_

Newv=-....._' (tzs \"
| 
-x 

I(roo /
16r r \

- _t _ I- 2s\x')
16

25'

I = ! where tr is a constant
Percentage change _new - original

x 100%
original

16_v - !
Percentage chang e in y = 2L- ,1ggo7o

v

Quit€ a few missed the negative sign

as it is a decrease iu y.

Answer

4

= -36%

.....% 12)

O) Given thaty - 16 when x = 1, find
2

(i) the equatiol connecting y and x,

k=yx2
/r\2

=l5l I I

l^l v

4

2x

Answer

(ii) the value ofx wheny: 100

Wlen Y =lQQ,

tzl

t1l

24x
100

I

25

1

5

Answer x :................................. I2l

(c) Sketch thelrap!$fiich represents the relation between y andx.

v
Some still include the negative part even though it
is stated at the beginning ofthe question that x > 0

xo

18 h the following sequence,

2021 heliminary Exam/CCHMS/Secodary 4,ttr{athematiqV4048/01
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t4

(rxz)-2=0
(2x3)-4=2
(3x4) -6 = 6

(4x5) -B =12

(ax12)-b - c

(axe)- f = s

(a) Find the values ofa, b ar'd c.

a=11 b=2xll c=11x12-22

=22 =110

Answer a

O) Express g in terms of d.

e=d+1

f=u
g = d(d +r)-za

g=d2 +d-zd

C=d2 -.t
g=d(a-t)

............., b = .........-, c = l2l

Some left out the " g = " part in their answer btank

which is part ofthe requted answer.

Answer 12)

(c) Explain why 279 cannot be the result ofan equation in this sequence.

Awwer tll

g is the product ofan odd and an even number. Therefore g must be even. Since 279

is odd, 279 cannot be the result ofan equation.

Alternatively,
279 =9x31
From (b), g is the product of2 consecutive integen which is an even number.

279 is odd, therefore 279 cannot be the result of an equation in this sequence.

202I Pretimiaary Exao/CCHMS/Seco ary 4,4t,athematicV4048/0 I
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15
19 The diagram shows a circle BDEFG, centre O and diameter 8E The line ,4C is a tangent

to the circle at B ar,d, angle BOD = 30o . The ratio of angle EBF to angle FBG to angle

GBCisl:1'.2.

G

F

C

B

A

(a) State a fact about the arcs EF and FG.

Answer Arc EF = Arc FG

O) Showing all reasons clearly, find
(i) angle DEB,

202 I Preliminary Exarn/CCHMS/Secondary 4Mathematics/4048/0 1

PartnerlnLeaming

trl

angle DEB = I 5' (angle at c€ntre = 2 x angle at ctcumference)

Answer

(ii) angle EFG.

angle EBC --90o (tangent perpendicular to radius)

ansle EBG --?x9oo-4
= 45"

angle EFG = 1 80" - 45" (angles in opposite segnents)
:13 50

..... tll

.... 121

Some arc still not using the standardised geometrical

reasous/statements for stating the reasons.

Students must use ody th€ given st$dardised geometrical properties/

reasons.

Some are using very long-winded methods even tbough it is only 2

marks.

[Tum over
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16

20 (a) Express -x2 +4x+12 in the fomr -(x+ p)(x-q).

-x2 + 4x +12 = -(x2 - 4x -t21
= -(x +2)(x -6)

Answer

O) Sketch tle graph of y -- -x2 + 4x + 12 on the axes below.

Indicate clearly the values where the graph crosses both axes.

v

t1l

tzl

) I1l

12

o x6a

(c) Find the coordinates of the hrming point.

Tuming point is (2, 16).

Y:-x2 +4x+12

Arxwer (..............,

(d) Without solving the equation algebraically, explain why -.x2 + 4r + 12 = 1 8 has no

solution.

Since the maximum value of the curve y is 16, there is no point of intersection

between tle curve and the horizontal straight line y : 1 8 .

Or

The line y : 18 is always above tlte curve, so there is no point of intersection between

the curve and tho straight line y = 1 8 '

Answer

2021 Preliruhary ExaE/CCHMS/Seco ary 4,^'Ialhemati"V$l%%LdnL""ring

t1l

Some are stitl using atgebraic method to solve despite the iustuction saying

otherwise.
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t7
2l The diagram shows two geometrically similar containers. The cost ofpainting the base

aree of the smaller container is ] of the cost ofpainting the base of the larger container.
64

(s) The top ofthe larger container has a circumference of24 cm.
Find the circumference of the top of the smaller container.

Answer ................................... cm [2]

(b) The capacity ofthe smaller container is 0.45 lites.
Find the capacity ofthe larger container, giving your answer to 2 decimal places.

(r,\_ Ei 5

[t.]- \ra - 8

Circumference of the top of small., 
"onO;r", 

: ] x 24
8

=15cm

Capacity of the larg". 
"oroiro = 

[f ) 
x 0.aslitres

= 1.8432 litres
: 1.84 litres (2 decimal places)

litres I I ]An"rwer

ffurn over202 I Preliminary Exam/CCHMs/Serondary 4/MarherMtics/4048/01
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)',

?
cos IOPR = -1)

(c) Find the area of triangle PQR.

Area of triangle P QR =f,x9x 4t;rrits'

= 18 units'z

18

o (6,l)

In the diagram, the points P, p and ,R have coordinates (9, - 3), ( 6, I ) and (1 8, -3)
respectively.

(a) Find the length of PQ.

Answer ...................................units []

O) Find the value of cos IQPR, glvng yoru answer as a fraction in its simplest form.

Some could not identiry the right - aogled triangle and some

forget that cosl=-cos 1800 - I

v

x

I.
4

o

Answer trl

Some are using other more time-consuming methods such as

"shoelace", 1 a6 sia g even though the question is ody I marh
2

2021 Prelimhary Exah/cc!tr\.ls/se.otrdary 4/lv#I6f;f;Bllfltgj,Si"g

Atxwer tll

PO=JO-6f +(-3-rf
=E;@
= 5 units
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l9
(d) Find the equation of the line Pp.

Gradient ofPQ
1 - (-3)
6-9
4

3

A
Equation ofPO is y -t=-:(x -0)' 3'

A
Y-l=--,r+8'1

or 4x +3v = 2'7

Answer

(e) The equation of the line passing through the point R is 4x + 21y = ) .

Find the coordinates of the point of intersection of this line and the line PQ.

4x +3y =27
4x+21y =Q

(2) - (l):

(l)
(2)

lSY=-13

Y =-1
Sub Y =*1 ;r1o 111'

4x +3(-t) = 27

4x =30

-1x = l-
2

.'.The point of int€rsection is

Av=-lx+9
J

t2l

7
1

1

2

Stud€rts Eust rcmember to put the brackets for the coordinates

on thet answer blank

t3lAnswer

ffum over

- End of Paper -
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2

Mathematical Formalae

Compound interest

Mensuration

Trigonometry

Stdtistics

Total amount : P

Curved surface area of a cote: t r I

Surface area ofa sphere: 4 r r2

Volume of a con.: ! o ,2 h
1

Volume of a sphere =

b

1+ '
100

41
-rTrJ

Area of triansle l, C: LabsinC-2
Arc length= r0,wbere I is in radians

Sector area = Lr'l.nh"r" d is in radians
2

a c

sin,4 sinB sin C

a2 = b2 +c2 -2bccosA

Efx
Mean: y

202 I Prelininry Exam/CCHMS/Secondary 4/Ivla6eaaticsl404Sl02
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r (a)

(b)

simpritu (+)'*T

Solve2+3=0.x-2 x+2

Answer

Answer x

(c) Make 4 the subject in the equation pq +9 = p2 +3q and simplifu your answer.

Answer

t3l

tzl

202 I Prelirninary Exam/CCHMS/Secondary 4,4r,lathematicv4048/02

PartnerlnLeaming
[Turn Over

t3l

l

I

dD a
8)

^' 1 1, 21n aD a
'1
:a 3b)

an
[vrz-

larl

32

ab'
6

2)

2,r+4+3x-6=0
5x 2=0

5

=0 [tvtt - single

or 0.a [At]

pq +9 = p2 +3q

pq-3q = p' 9 [M1- Crouping g terms]

3) [M1- Difference

(p-:)(p -:)
,1 = .p.\
tt= p-3 [ot]
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(d) (r) Simplifu (+x+ly)' +(3x -4y)' .

Answer t21

(ii) It is given that x' + y' =1 . Using your answer in part (i), explain why the

maximum value of (+x + 3y)'z is zs.

202 1 PrelirdDary ExaD/CCHMS/Secoadary 4/Matheazticsl4o4Sl0z

PartnerlnLeaming

t3l

(4x+3y)'+(z*-+y\'

-16x2 +24ry +9y' +9x' -24ry +76y' ltutt Expansion]

-25(x'z + y')
) lArl

= 25xz +25y2

(+x r ty)'+(zx-+y)' --zs(x' + y')

= 25 (1)

=25

(ax+'zy)2 =2s-(zx- +y)?:',,'' [B1]

Since (3x 4y)'>0. (lr-+y)' <o [ot
2s-(3x-4y)'z<25

(+x+ly)'<zs

value of (4x + 3-y)'z : zs (shown) [AG]

[JMI- srtrtitut" forr'+y'? = 1]
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2 During nuclear firsion, it is observed that when two hydrogen atoms are fi.ued

together to form one helium atom, there is a loss in mass, M.

The atomic masses ofone hydrogen atom and one helium atom are given in the table

below. The masses are given in atomic mass unit (u).

Atom Hydrogen Helium
Atomic Mass (u) 2.0141 4.0026

(a) Find M (in u), leaving your answer in standard form.

Answer

O) Express M as a percentage of the atomic mass of one helium atom.

Answer

(c) Given that I u=1.66x10-'?? kg, find M in kilograms.

Answer

u t2l

% l2l

kg tll

2021 Prcliminay Exam/CCHMS/Secondary 4[r,Ia6eoati csl 40481t2

PartnerlnLeaming
[Turn Over

D =H+H-He
= 2.014t + 2.Al4l 4.0026 [Bl- Substituting correct values]

= 0,0256

- 2.56 x 10-'? [Bl - Correct Arrswer]

M

= 0.639585

:0.640 (3 sis. fis.) [A1]

.66x10-'??)al

=(r.ooxro':l)(o.ozso)

=o 0424s6,;!g,..,,

= 4.2496 xi0::1.e

= 4.25xtD'2e kg (3 sig. fig.)

" 
1 ss,7",2!4*!1 * n )o/^

4,$426

lBi
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3 Town P and Town p are 40 km aparL A car is travelling from Town PtoTownQat

an average speed of .r km/tr. During its retum joumey, the car latel travelled back to

Town P from Town O at an average speed of (x + 8) knr/h and the time taken for the

return joumey was 12 minutes less.

(i) Write down an equation to represent this infonnation and show that it simplifies

to x2+8x-1600=0.

Answer

(ii) Solve the equation x'z + 8x - 1 600 = 0 , giving your solutions correct to two

decimal places.

Answer x :

202 I Preliminary Exarn/CCHMS/Secondary 4Mathematics/4048/02

PartnerlnLeaming

t4l

or t3l

40(x+8)-4ox 1

I 
trl t - Singte taction]

x(x+8) 5

320 1

-lr- + 6-r )
r'?+8i:i6O0

[Ml- simptifinng]

,' *tr-rU60=r0,,(seriwn) [AG]

-r'z+8.r-1600=0

+ *=i [Ml-correct expressionfortime (either)]

lur- 
uo*, ecuation witrr !]

-at1p-4r1616s0D-= 4\ [tutt -

-gaJs64

x=36.199 orx=-M.199
x =36.20 or x = -44.20 (2 dec. places) [A1 each]

Note: - 1 mark if 1eft in 3 sig. fig.

.,
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(iii) Given that the car left Town P at 0900, find the time when the car reached Town

Q. Give your answer correct to the nearest minute.

Answer 12)

202 I Prelimirary Exam/CCHMS/Socoodary 4Math6matics/4048/02

PartnerlnLeaming
[Turn Over

Sinq€ rlt> 0,.rr = 36.199

,16.199 [nat - rime

. = 1.10498 hours

Time = 1006 lerl
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4 The variables -r and y are connected bythe equation y--)r*1-t'2x
Some corresponding values of .r and y are given in the table below.

x 0.5 I 1.5 2 3 4 5 6 7

v 3.7s -0.5 -1.42 -{.83 0.25 1.5 2.83 4.21

(a) Find the value ofp.

Answer p

35
v = -r+--'2x

Use the scale of2 cm to represent 1 unit on both axes.

Answer

(d) (i) On the grid in part (b), &aw the hne 2y+x=2 for 0<x<7

(ii) Write down the x-coordinates of the points where the line intersects the

curve.

t1l

13l

t2l

t2l

tzl

(b) On the grid opposite, draw the graph of 7 for 0.5< x<7 .

Answer x-............ or

(iii) Show that the points of intersection of the line and the curve give the

solutions to the equation 2x2 * 8x + 5 = 0 .

Answer

202 I PrclimiDary ExaD,/CCHMS/Secoudary 4MatbeEstics/4048/02

PartnerlnLeaming

tzl

(c) By drawing a tangent, find the gradient ofthe a)rYe at x = 2.5 .

From graph,.:

lMrl
Gradient = 0.7 [0.6-0.s] [Al]

p

-1.s [81]

2y=*x+2 [tnl t 
* ualey the subject]

t = -)rrl [ct- DrawylIG2-tfdraw graph onty]

"r:0.75 [0.7-0.8], x=3.2s ft.z-t.tl [At]

3 5_ I
-.x+--l=--X+t1-')

3x2 +10-14x = -x7 +2x

4xz -l6x+10 = 0

2x2 -8x+5 =0

[Mr-

larl
lacl
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points plotted correctly

At least 6 poiots plotted correctly
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l0

The diagram below shows three points, l, I and C on flat ground.

AB -- 80 m, AC = 100 m and BC : 90 m. C is due east of l.
NB

80m 90m

A D
100 m

(a) (D Show that angle .,{ CB = 49 .5" , correct to one decimal place.

(ii) Hence, calculate the bearing ofC from B.

49.5'

C

I

A

B

Answer
2021 PrElimiD.ry Ex.an/CcHMs/Secondary 4,Math€tnrtics/4&18/02

C Answer

(iii) Point D lies along lC such that angle BDA: 70'. Find the distance CD.

' t2l

PartnerlnLeaming

m i3l

90': +100'? -80rcos,lA(B=-
2 (e0)(r 00 )

r,4cB -.o.-,l,e0' ,- 
199' - !0' 

.J

[ 2(eo)(roo) ,
= 49.458'

[M1- Cosine Rule or other method]

[Mi - Cos C tie subject]

lAll
=49,s1 (shown)

Bearing of C from8=90o+49.458"

=139.5' (l dec. place)

[M1- 90' due

larl

east ]

IBDC .=]3A" -70" (Adjacent Zs on a straight lid
=.110"

I C B D' =,780: - 1 10" * 49. 458"

=70ls42" [ut -r'inding

[ut - sine nute]

nn 90 sin20.542"

sio110o

= 33.606

:33.6 m (r sig. ng.) [A1]
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(iv) Find the ratio of area of triangle lBD to area of triangle BDC

Give your answer correct to one decimal place.

Since they share a common height,

heisht]

Answer

(b) The diagram below shows a cuboid with rectangular base IBCD.

AB = 4 cm, BC:3 cmandAE: 12 cm. Mis the midpont of AE.

Find the angle of elevation of G from M.

12 cm

4cm

Answer

B

A D

l2l

N

3cm

C

H G

E

A

G

6

2021 Prelimioary Exarn/CcHMs/Secodary 4A,lathcmatics/4048/02
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Ct----D

M 5

[Turn Over

Area of A,ABD AD) '\Mith

:(DC)(h)
AD...,. .

CD::'.:'.'',.

100',33.606

33.606

- 1.975

= 2.0 (l dec. place) [A1-Accept 2

Let N ti6 riddpoinl of GC.

AC =^{4 +*

= so.zd (i',ldec.'ptace) [at]

[ut- rinAng lC]

lGMtr =t^" 'r9)(s,r

Itut t - IJsing tangent

= 50.194!,'1,

=5 cm

l')
GN ='1=6cm2 :: ::,:

GN:

MN
6

5

I
I
I
I

I

t3l
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Cumulative

frequency

t2

6 (a) The heights of 400 students in School I are recorded. The cumulative frequency

curve below shows the distribution of their heights.

(i) State the median.

Answer

Height (cm)

cm t1l

cm

(ii) Find the interquartile range ofthe dis&ibution.

Answer

(iii) In School .8, the median and interquartile range ofthe heights of another

400 students are 165 cm and 8 cm respectively. Make two comments

comparing the heights of students in School I and School B.

Answ*

The students in School I are generally taller as they have a higher median of

165 cm as compared to Schoot I (160 cm).

The height of students in School B are generally more widespread as they have a

higher interquartile rarge of 8 cm as compared to School I (5 cm).

2021 Preliminary Eram/CcHMS/Seoondary 4&{atheoatics/4048/02
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I

r0l{ 5 1( 0 'It ,5 I1 t5 l ;0
I

[B 1 each ]

t2l

tttlttt,
t

I

160 cm [Bl]

12)
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(b) John flipped a coin five times and obtained five successive heads. Is it

conclusive that the coin is biased? Explain your answer clearly.

Answer

No, given that John only flipped the coin 5 times, there is a 1 in 32 chance that of

obtaining 5 successive heads which is still possible. The sample size is too small for

any logical conclusion that the coin is biased.

(c) A two-digit number is formed by drawing a random card from Bagl followed

by another random card from Bag B. Bagl contains three cards labelled '1', '2'

and '3'. Bag I contains three cards labelled '4', '5' and '7'. For example,

drawing a ' I ' and '5" from Bag I and Bag .B respectively will form the number

'15',.

(i) Complete the possibility diagrarn below

BagB\Bagl I 2 3

4 t4 34

5 15 25

7 17 27, 3'7

Find, as a fractiol 11 i1s 5implsst form, the probability that the two-digit number
formed is

(ii)

(iii) a perfect square,

(iv) a prime number,

(v) of 135.

odd,

t2l

t2)

ll

1l

ll

202 I Preliminary ExaD/CCHMS/Sec.dary 4^,lathematicV4048/02

PartnerlnLeaming
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12)

I row corrgct

I tu'l
is a perfect square) = P (Number is

1

9 lBll

is 17,

2

9 lBll

135 - 3x3x3x5 [Vt- erime facrorisarion

P(Factor of 135) = P(l s, 27)

2=t lArl

135 are :1, 3, 5, 9, 15,27,45,135
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t4

7 The diagram shows a cicle, centre O, radius 10 cm. AB is a chord of length 16 cm.

(a) Show that angle I OB = 1.855 radians, correct to four significant figures.

Answer

Hence, find the

O) perimeter of the shaded septent,

Answer
2021 Preliminary Exao/CCHMS/S€cordary 4Malhe@8tics/4048/02

B

t2l

PartnerlnLeaming

cm t3l

[ut-anymettrod]

lAll
= 1.855 rad (strown) [ec]

[ut, ut]

8

l0
lAOB=Zsm-l

= 1.8545

= 60.28

= 60.3 cm (: sig. ng.) [er]
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(c) area ofthe shaded segrnent.

Arxwer

202 I Prelimidsry ExsD,/CCHMS/Secondary 4Ar,latlrcm6ticv4M8/02
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cm2 12)

[Turn Over

Area olshaded."n,,"r, = I{,( 
L

- 2, ))" (2:r - 1.8545)+ 
r:(10)' 

sin l'8545

[Ml- Area of sector or Area of triangle]

=269.43

=269 cm2 (: sig. ng.) ht]
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l6

A piece of A0-sized paper has a total surface area of I m2. The length and breadth of

the AO-sized paper are r m and y m respectively.

An A1 paper is an A0 paper folded in halt length-wise' An A2 paper is an A1 paper

folded in half, so on and so forth.

v A0 (lm) AI A1
A2

AI
A3

ly
-

x
2 2

(i) Write down the relationship berween x and y.

Answer

(ii) Given that all A-sized papers are geometrically similar, show that I = 1D .

v

(iii) Hence, using parts (i) and (ii), find the values of.x and y.

tll

l2l

2021
PartnerlnLearning

t4)

Since the papers are geometrically similar, ratio of corresponding sides are equal'

length ,o __ length 
^,

breadthro breadth 
^

x

v

lAll

I=€ (sto*") [AG]
v

ax -"'-; -.v'

v
(i,) [M1 or similar]

xl =l
y=+ ---(1) [Vtt 

* lvtat<ing.r ory the subject]

;=J, ---(z)
substitute (1)il1to (2):

x =J'
v

,'="Ji
, ='lJz

= 1.1892..

= 1.19

),=0.841 (3

H=.D
[ut - sulstitution]

Itvtt - sotvlng]

sig. fig) [At *Both answen correct]
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(iv) Write down the dimensions of an A4-sized paper in millimetres.

Answer mm l2lmmx

(v) Given that N is an integeq express the number ofpieces ofAN-sized paper that

can be cut out from an A0-sized paper in terms of N.

Answer ttl

2021 Preliminary Exam/CCHMS/Sec.ndary 4Mathematicv4048/02

PartnerlnLeaming
[Turn C)ver

1.1892 x 1000

4

=Zs7 (3 sic .tiil [Ml - Converting to mm ]

0.84089 x 1000
.r- 

4

--2r0 (3 sis fs))[A1-sottr conect][ez

Pleces = 2N
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Robert has 3 options to get to school every weekday moming.

Option A: He takes the bus.

Option B: He takes the MRT.

Option C: He takes a taxi.

The matrices A, B and C represent his joumeyto school if he were to choose option

A,B or C respectively.

Bus MRT Taxi Taxi

0\
01.
o)

MRTBus Bus MRT Taxi

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

I"I
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0 "I
(a) tn a particular week, Robert took the bus 3 times. He took the MRT and taxi in

each ofthe other two days. The above information can be represented by a

matrix S where S:3A+B+C. Find S.

Answer

(b) The table below shows the tavelling time taken, in minutes, for each of the 3

options that Robert can take to get to school.

Option Bus MRT Taxi

Time taken (in minutes) 30 20 l5

(i) Write down a column matrix N to represent the information in the table.

Answer N =

t2l

202 I PrElimitrary ExaE/CCHMS/Secondary 4Matheruatics/,1048/02
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lMll

lA4

20

15

(too) rooo)roools=3lo o ol-lo I ol*10 0 ol

[o o o.) [o o oJ [o o r,
/soo\

=lo , ol

[o o t.]

[st.
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(ii) Evaluate the matrix SN

Answer SN: 12)

(iii) State what the elements in matrix SN represent.

Answer

The elements represent the total time taken in minutes, in that particular

(c) Write down a matrix J such that product of J and the answer in part (b)(ii) will

give the average travelling time taken by Robert in a particular week.

Answer

(d) Hence, find the average travelling time taken by Robert per day in a particular

week.

. minutes l2l

t1l

t1l

202 1 Prelimhary Exarn/CCHMS/Secondary 4^,laft ematics/4048/02
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[Turn Over

fr o o)f30) f3(30))
sN -l o r o il 20 l-l r(zo) 

|

(o o rJIrs] [r1rs1J

=t::l
l.,r,J

lerl

week by Robert to go to school by via option l, 8 and C respectively.

J =(o.z o.z 0.2) [Br-

/so\
o.zrl zo I'[".].2

[at - witf uraCkets],l':rt,tlt,r'

Average time taken is 25 minutes

0-2 [ut - rr t* order must

-(ts+++r)
= (zs)
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l0 The diagram below shows the menu from a fast food restaurant.

Combo A

- Burger
- Medium Fries
- Medium Drink

$5.90 ontyr

Upsize your

drink and fri*
to Ldrge-size

for only $1.10

Medium ($)

Burger (1 size) 3.20

Fries 2.20 2.90

Drink 2.80 3.60

Ala carte

Answer
Choose 3 out ofthe 4 possible options

OR He should choose Option C as for $0.20 more, he can get an extra packet of
medium fries so it is the most value - for - money option'

Large ($)

I

(a) Albert wants to buy a burger for both himself and his brother Bart. His brother

wants at least a medium-sized fries. Albert wants a large drink while Bart wants

a medium drink.

By considering three options, suggest how Albert should place his order.

Justifo any decisions that you make and show your calculations clearly.

Total cost = $ 5.90+ 1. 10 + 3.20 + 2.80

= $13.00 [s1]

Option C: 2x Burger+M.Fries+ M.Drink + L.Drink

Total cost = $2(3 .20)+2.20+2.80+3.6o

Option

Option D to minimise his spending

v.ith logiaal

202 I Preliminary Exam/CCHMS/Secodsry 4A{a&ematics/4M8/02
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O) The diagram below shows the cross-sectional area ofthe large (L) and mediuo

(M) drink cups sold by the fast food restaurant in part (a). The Large and

Medium cups have a height of 17 cm and 13 cm respectively. The top and

bottom diameters ofboth cups are 9 cm and 6 cm respectively

9cm

9cm

17 cm

13 cm

<-}
6cm

<-----..__}
6cm

The volume of a cup is given by tt =! tn(n' + nr + r'zl where his the height,"3\./
R and r are the radii ofthe top and bottom ofthe cup respectively. Using the

information from part (a), determine whether the medir,- cup or large cup

gives better value for money.

Answer

OR

. . Large cup gives more value for money [A1]

2021 Preliminary ExaTdCCHMS/Secondary 4[r,Ia0rematicV4048/02

PartnerlnLeaming
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1
i

, 1"r,,r[[? j',-:(i).(;)']
-242.25 r cm3 :i;a76'1cm) (lsy) [st.

For Z cup:

1\1 zr
DerSl=---1' 160

= 3.11541... cm3

IM1- Find cost/unit

For M cup: 
....,, ..... . .

^ )73trvolumcpcrS--- 2.80

= 306.3i05 crrs

= 1,t,,r[[: ]'-:r: l-fi l' I3 ',l(2i 2\2) \2) 
|

'= 185.25 z cmr or 582cmr (3sfl

Price ofl- D

D

3.6 9

ofM 2.8 1

v, 17

13

comparing ratio:

9 13 117

7 1,3 91

t7 '7 il9
137 91

r. P.

l'u P\t

a Large drink gives more value for

[a t - Conclusion]


